DIABETIC PRO
THE FUTURE OF
HEALTH FOR
DIABETES
With the launch of its groundbreaking product, Diabetic Pro,
Playpal is all set to completely revolutionize the landscape of
proactive health, with an added focus on diabetes patients.
The healthcare industry is massive and continues to grow. Global
healthcare spending is projected to cross $10 trillion by 20221.
Diabetes is a major concern, with more than 425 million people
suffering from diabetes worldwide.
With today’s outburst of devices, smart gadgets, and health tech
apps, a connected and proactive approach is the new face of
health. The problem is, data is highly fragmented and difficult to
track.
That’s where Playpal Dia-Pro steps in, offering a unique collection
of integrated elements that allows you to best manage your
diabetes and become a part of Playpal’s health ecosystem by:
Consolidating all the health and wellness data by
integrating with IOT devices to create a health profile
that makes all the information that is needed, simple,
accessible, and secure (via international security standards).

There are 3 major elements that make up Diabetic Pro
The Playpal Partner IOT Devices for Diabetes’, ‘The PlayPoints’ , and
‘The Playpal Platform’.
Diabetic Pro offers a wide variety diabetes centric devices that
seamlessly integrate with the platform and provide real time health
data (e.g., blood glucose level, insulin administration, nutrition and
physical activity data) to the platform for its AI-based health analytics. These are Playpal’s Partner IOT Devices for Diabetes. They
include:
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Using the power of AI to provide predictive analysis
along with health goals & recommendations tailored
specifically to your diabetes condition.

The Playpal Platform places Diabetes Pro at the heart of it’s
diabetes sub-ecosystem within Playpal’s larger ecosystem of health.
The platform asks you specific questions about your diabetes condition and family medical history, gets data from your Partner IOT
Devices for Diabetes, and then tailors your experience accordingly.
You can access your tailored recommendations, goals, nutritional
breakdown, HICO score, and visualizations of your health on the
Platform.

Providing each person with the means to quantify
their health by calculating a personalized “HICO Score”
based on Playpal’s Health Capital Model.

The Platform is also the site where you can mine your health. Health
mining is a novel concept that Playpal is incorporating into Diabetic
Pro via Playpal’s very own reward system: The PlayPoint.

Empowering you with the ability to transform your
health into monetary wealth with “Health Mining”.
Here’s each person’s chance to get rewards and make
money while improving their health!

Once the users have integrated their Partner IOT Devices for Diabetes with The Playpal Platform, Playpal’s AI engine then processes
this data and rewards users with PlayPoints against healthy actions.
So, you can earn actual money, just by investing in your health!
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